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Improving

COmmunication

a roadblock while training your horse or working

Oral issue, it helps to take a fre§h approach. Tly intuitive

Or the use of intuitive communication and intention, tO

し. This approach has several components.

Adopt a New Attitude
The most important component is to believe that whatever you are

trying to accomplish is really possible. If; however, it is something that

is actually i,卿OSSible for you or your horse, then you need to regroup.

Usually though, One’s goal is achievable, but the problem is that you have

become discouraged and you lackトthe proper attitude. In this case, Simply

decide that what you wantおpossible.

Ifit is really hard for you to feel this, then you need to Iook at what belie烏

underlie your negative feelings. Do you believe things have to be difficult,

Or that you aren’t competent enough to succeed? Brainstom to find any

hidden negative beliefe, and then reset them by rephrasing them. ``Things

are always difficult, and I’m not competent,” can be rephrased as “This is

easy and I can do it.” Say your positive belief to yourself whenever you

look in the mirror; that wi11 help dispel the negative roadblocks in your

Path to success.

T去ke a New Look
Using your intuitive sense, take a new Iook at why you may be having

a problem. Look for insight from your horse and also from within

yourself Tell your horse that you want to understand what’s going on,

What he needs, and why there’s a problem. Cue your intuition to bring

you new infomation by saying or thihking the following: “I want new

insight on this issue and on what I need to do to resoIve it or move

forward.’’Do these two steps once a day. Then pay attention. Notice any

feelings, hits, Or hunches that come to you about the issue. Notice anything

di熊nent your horse does and evaluate what the behavior might mean.

A student of mine used her intuition with a problem she was having
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With her horse who would not stand still for moun血g. When she paid

attention to the fbelings she was getting, §he became aware of feeling

WOrried, Which was somehow related to the concrete surfece around the

mounting block. Then the thought came to her that her horse didn’t want

her to fall off on the concrete. She moved the mounting block to the grass

and after that her horse stood still as a rock.

A trainer I worked with had a problem with her mustang who had just

Started nipping at her. Over the course ofa week she began asking him out

loud what was wrong whenever she could think of a new possible cause.

A few days into this guessing game she asked him, ``Is it your teeth? Do

you have a problem with your teeth?” At that point he completely stopped

nipping. The dentist she called in corrected a problem with the mustang’s

teeth; he has not nipped since.

Tb gain new insights, make time daily to write any ideas that come to you

about the situation. The act of sitting down with pen and paper and the

intention of getting the ideas wi‖ cue your intuition into action.

Fix the lssues
I’m amazed how often people think that bucking is about bad behavior,

When it’s usually about pain. If you get a feeling that there is a physical

issue occurring for your horse, ad血ess it right away Try a treeless sad-

dle, get SOme bodywork, find a good barefoot trirmer, and/or get a good

dentist to check your horse’s teeth. These are the usual causes ofpain.

Use the Coach App「oach
The coach approach invoIves seeing your horse as an Olympic hopeful and

yourselfas the coach: yOu have to believe that your horse can succeed and

you have to be willing to support your horse in doing that. The premise

behind this approach is that your horse can understand you just as a human

WOuld. You can talk out loud, Orjust think or feel something to your horse

and he will get it, eVen When done from a distance. However, this means

that you have no secrets from your animals, SO lying to them is useless.

WWW.naturaihorse.com
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